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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev33
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev28
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5944.

MWB-903 One user can create stack traces to JE >36.000 lines
Equal exceptions chained multiple times.
This has been solved by avoiding chaining equal exceptions multiple times.
MWB-891 An error occurred: HTTP/1.1 423 Locked
Possible concurrent modification of storage objects is quitted with ”HTTP/1.1 423 Locked” status
response leading to abortion of request processing.
This has been fixed by introducing retry mechanism with exponential back-off in case Sproxyd service quits request with ”HTTP/1.1 423 Locked”.
OXUIB-609 ”Remove photo” button greyed out after image resolution is too high
Buttons were not enabled after dialog gets idle.
This has been solved by setting dialog to idle also when cropped image can’t be loaded.
OXUIB-677 Mail folder not visible after creation
Event listerners were still listening on an old collection.
This has been fixed by adjusting event listeners after folder rename.
MWB-868 Dataexport fails with ”No such file or directory” error message
Intermediate clean-up task unexpectedly dropped file storage resources.
This has been solved by not running clean-up task when there are currently running data export
tasks.
MWB-924 Wrong encoding in plain-text sharing-mail-body using umlauts in display name
Sender’s full name for introduction in drive mail notifications escaped twice.
This has been fixed by escaping sender’s full name for introduction in drive mail notifications only
once.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-903, MWB-891, OXUIB-609, OXUIB-677, MWB-868, MWB-924,
1

